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By applying nonequilibrium Green’s function and first-principles calculation, we investigate the
transport behavior of squashed C60 molecular devices. The results show that the electronic transport
properties are affected obviously by the deformation of C60 molecule. Negative differential
resistance is found in such system and can be tuned by the deformation degree of the molecule. A
mechanism for the negative differential resistance behavior is suggested. © 2008 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2952493�

In recent years, progress in microfabrication and self-
assembly techniques1 have made it possible to design single
molecular device. The electronic transport properties in
single molecular junctions or molecular devices have at-
tracted much attention. The current-voltage �I-V� character-
istics of many molecular devices have shown interesting
physical properties, including single-electron
characteristics,2 negative differential resistance �NDR�,3

electrostatic current switching,4 etc. The most prominent
among these effects is the NDR behavior due to its wide
range of applications including amplification, logic, and
memory, as well as fast switching. NDR behavior has been
found in many physical systems such as double quantum
wells,5 superlattices,6,7 and one-dimensional system.8 It has
also been found in a variety of molecular devices such as
oligo�phenylene ethynylene� �OPE� molecular junctions,3,9–11

bilayer OPE molecular junctions,12 single benzene ring with
a nitro-side group,13,14 organometallic molecular double-dot
system,15 cobalt phthalocyanine molecule on a gold
substrate,16 the mirror symmetrical straight carbon-nanotube
heterojunctions with different sizes and lengths,17 etc. Pos-
sible mechanism such as a two-step reduction process,3 the
change in the molecular conformation due to the change in
the electronic charge state of the molecule under increasing
bias,9 bias-induced alignment of molecular orbitals,10 the ro-
tation of the ligand activated by temperature,13 local orbital
symmetry matching between electrodes and molecule,16 and
the channel conduction being suppressed at a certain bias17

have been proposed to explain the NDR behavior.
In the present work, by applying a first-principles com-

putational method based on the density functional theory in
combination with the nonequilibrium Green’s functions
theory, we investigate the electronic transport properties of
squashed C60 molecular device. Ever since its discovery,18

C60 molecule has attracted much attention because of its
unique geometry, mechanical and chemical robustness, and
extraordinary physical properties and potential application in
nanotechnology. For this special structure, the adsorption of
the ideal C60 molecule on metal electrodes has been studied

experimentally19–21 and theoretically.22–24 Joachim and co-
workers found that the current-voltage characteristics present
a linear behavior at a low applied bias voltage and squeezing
a C60 molecule by applying a small force with a metallic
scanning tunnel microscope tip can result in a shift of the
molecular orbital levels.19,25 Zeng et al. found NDR behavior
in C60 molecular junction.21 The present study is aimed at
searching the deformation effects of the C60 molecule on
NDR behavior of the molecular devices.

The C60 molecular device we study is illustrated sche-
matically in Fig. 1. The system was divided into three re-
gions: the left and right electrodes and the central scattering
region. The distance between two electrodes is 12.373 Å,
which is a typical distance employed in most of the

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
keqiuchen@hnu.cn.

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic description of the single C60 molecular
device: the C60 molecule coupled to two semi-infinite Al electrodes, and the
extended molecule consists of 5�5 �100� three layers of Al slab with 38
atoms per unit cell in the right lead, two layers of Al slab with 25 atoms in
the left lead. �b� Schematic description of the squashed C60 molecules.
M1–M5 correspond to the distance between two parallel planes on the top
and bottom h=6.7 �ideal�, 6.0, 5.0, 4.5, and 4.4 Å, respectively. �c� is the
corresponding top views of M1-M5 shown in �b�.
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reference.20,24 By using the Forcite modules of MATERIAL

STUDIO software, the C60 molecule is compressed along the
Y-axis and h is the distance between two parallel planes on
the top and bottom, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. The systems
M1–M5 correspond to h=6.7 �no deformation�, h=6.0, 5.0,
4.5, and 4.4 Å, respectively. Although M5 is of only 0.1 Å in
h different from M4, the structure of M5 is different from the
other four structures. For M1–M4, two parallel planes on the
top and bottom is of hexagon-to-hexagon order, while for
M5, the hexagons shift a little and do not remain to be face-
to-face. This structural difference means that the electronic
properties may be much more different from other four
cases. The quantum transport calculations have been carried
out by an ab initio code package, TRANSIESTA-C, developed
by Brandbyge et al.26

In Fig. 2�a�, we describe the current as a function of the
applied bias voltage for all five systems. It is well known that
the isolated pristine C60 molecule is a semiconductor and has
a filled highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� and an
empty threefold degenerate lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital �LUMO�. However, from the I-V characteristic curves
shown in Fig. 2�a�, C60 molecular junction shows the metal
behavior. This is due to the interaction between the C60 mol-
ecule and the metal electrodes, which typically results in
electrons doped into the C60 molecule. From Fig. 2�a�, it can
be found that at low bias voltages, the current-voltage curve
displays a linear behavior, which is in agreement with the
experimental results reported by Joachim et al.19 When the
bias voltage is increased to a certain range, except the current
of M5 continues to increase, the current of the other systems
steeply decreases almost at the same bias voltage and NDR
appears. The peak-to-valley ratios are 1.154, 1.588, 1.085,
and 1.065 corresponding to M1–M4, respectively. This in-
dicates that when the compression on the C60 molecule is
reinforced, the NDR behavior is first intensified then bated
and disappeared at last.

To explain the origin of the transport characteristics of
the molecular junctions, in Figs. 2�b1�–2�b5�, we give the
transmission coefficient T�E ,Vb� and the corresponding pro-
jection of the density of states �PDOS� at zero bias �Vb=0�

for M1–M5 given in Fig. 1. From Fig. 2�b1�, we find that
three lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, LUMO,
LUMO+1, and LUMO+2, lie beside the Fermi energy level.
This indicates that the electronic transport at low bias voltage
is mainly contributed by the three LUMOs. The existence of
the transmission peaks near the Fermi energy level also
shows the metal behavior of the devices at small biases.
These results are in agreement with the result obtained from
analysis of the equilibrium transmission eigenvalues by Tay-
lor et al.22 Compare Fig. 2�b2� with Fig. 2�b1�, it can be
found that the small deformation of C60 seems not to affect
the energy position of the three LUMOs of M2. However, the
HOMO shifts obviously to the Fermi energy level. The av-
erage transmission coefficient of Fig. 2�b2� is smaller than
that of Fig. 2�b1�; in other words, the electronic transfer abil-
ity of the device weakens when the C60 molecule is
squeezed. It is known that the transport coefficient is related
to the wave function overlap between molecules and elec-
trodes, namely, the coupling degree between molecular orbit-
als and the incident states from the electrodes. From M1 to
M2, the electronic transfer ability getting weaker should re-
sult from the decrease in the coupling degree between the
electrodes and the molecule. From Fig. 2�b3�, we can see
clearly that when the molecule is further squashed, the
HOMO further shifts toward the Fermi energy level and be-
gins to make contribution to the current at low bias voltages.
However, the LUMO+2 orbital shifts toward the higher en-
ergy region. From Figs. 2�b1� and 2�b2�, a wide valley with
very small transmission coefficient in the energy region be-
tween HOMO and LUMO for both systems M1 and M2 is
seen clearly, but in Fig. 2�b3�, the wide transmission valley
disappears, instead several transmission peaks appear in the
energy region. When compression of the C60 molecule con-
tinues, the transmission spectra maintain the foregoing varia-
tional trend, except the LUMO+2 shifting to approach the
LUMO+1, as seen in Fig. 2�b4�. However, from Fig. 2�b5�,
it can be found that both LUMO and LUMO+1 approach
each other and seem to be degenerate, and they lie on the
right of Fermi energy level, which is significantly different
from the cases of the systems M1–M4. The transmission

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Calculated
current as a function of the applied
bias for the single C60 molecular
device with different h. �b1�–�b5� de-
scribe the transmission coefficient and
the corresponding projection of the
density of states �PDOS� for the sys-
tems M1–M5, respectively. The verti-
cal dash-dotted lines stand for the mo-
lecular orbitals, and the Fermi levels is
set to be the origin of energy.
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spectra also present much different behavior from those pre-
sented in M1–M4. The reason for it is due to the fact that the
structure and the contacting position of the C60 molecule are
different from other four structures, as shown in Fig. 1�b�.

In order to explain the NDR behavior, in Figs. 3�a�–3�c�,
we plot the transmission coefficient and the corresponding
PDOS for M1, M2, and M4 under different bias
voltages. From Fig. 3�a1�, it is found that at the bias Vb

=0.7 V, the wide valley with very small transmission coef-
ficient in the energy region between HOMO and LUMO is
just lying on the left edge of the integral window and does
not enter into the integral window. When the bias voltage has
taken the value between Vb=0.7 V and Vb=1.0 V, the bias
window is increased with the bias voltage, but the wide val-
ley enters into the integral window and factually the total
integral area gets smaller. As a result, the current is decreased
and NDR appears. From Fig. 3�a3�, we find that when the
bias voltage is further increased, other integral area enters the
bias window and the current increases again and NDR dis-
appears. From Figs. 3�b1�–3�b3�, we can find that a small
deformation of the C60 molecule can increase the peak-to-
valley ratio of NDR and the bias voltage range where NDR
appears. This is due to the fact that a more wide transmission
valley with very small transmission coefficient enters the
bias window and the integral area gets smaller. However,
from Figs. 3�c1�–3�c3�, it can be found that when the com-
pression is further reinforced, the transmission valley is re-
placed by transmission peaks. Therefore, peak-to-valley ratio
becomes small. It is well known that the transmission coef-
ficient is related to the coupling degree between molecular
orbitals and the incident states from the electrodes, and so
the change in the integral area is due to the change in the
coupling degree between the molecule and the electrodes.
The deformation of the C60 molecule can lead to the shift of
the molecular orbitals and so change the coupling degree
between the molecule and the electrodes.

In summary, the calculated results show that NDR be-
havior can be found at a certain bias voltage range for ideal
C60 molecule devices. Small deformation of the C60 mol-
ecule can increase the peak-to-valley ratio. When the com-
pression is further reinforced, the peak-to-valley ratio will be
gradually weakened and at last the NDR disappears. We sug-
gested that the shift of the wide transmission valley with
very small transport coefficient between HOMO and LUMO
in the bias window at different bias voltages is the origin of
the NDR.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a1�–�a3�, �b1�–
�b3�, and �c1�–�c3� describe the trans-
mission coefficient and the corre-
sponding PDOS at different bias
voltages for the systems M1, M2, and
M4, respectively. �a1�–�a3� correspond
to the bias voltages being 0.7, 1.0, and
1.4 V; �b1�–�b3� correspond to the
bias voltages being 0.7, 1.2, and
1.4 V; and �c1�–�c3� correspond to the
bias voltages being 0.8, 0.9, and
1.4 V, respectively. The region be-
tween two solid lines is the bias win-
dow, and the shaded area denotes the
integral area of the bias window.
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